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THIS AT HOME
Visit a local park, field, or any natural area. Make a
list of all of the living things you see. Choose one
living thing from your list. Write down what you
have observed about the living thing.

Next, write down what you know about it. Finally,
write down what you would like to learn about the
living thing. Present your ideas on your next day
of class.

Chapter 1

Studying Life
Earth is a living planet. Life can be found in places where you
least expect it! Tiny living things can be found in the
extremely hot openings of undersea volcanoes, and even in
hot springs full of acid. Scientists from the University of
Colorado have studied tiny organisms that survived for
twenty years at the bottom of a dry stream bed in cold
Antarctica. When water finally reached them, the organisms
sprang to life after only one day, and within a week, an entire
community had formed! Researchers wonder if these tough
life forms could even exist on the cold, dry surface of Mars. In
this chapter you will begin studying life science, a fascinating
and sometimes surprising subject.

1. How do you measure the world’s largest living
thing?
2. Can mud turn into worms?
3. How do you study living things?

1.1 Measurements
What may be the largest living thing on Earth was discovered in a forest in Oregon.
A fungus, known as the honey mushroom, lives 3 feet underground and covers 10
square kilometers (over 1,000 football fields) of the forest floor. Small mushrooms
visible above the ground are only a tiny part of this humongous fungus (Figure 1.1).
When scientists study living things, they often take measurements like length
and mass. In this section, you will learn about different measurements used by
scientists.

Measurement and units
Measurements A measurement is a value that tells the amount of something.
A measurement has a quantity and a unit. For example,
5 centimeters is a measurement because it has a quantity, 5,
and a unit, centimeters.

Units A unit is a fixed amount of something. If you asked someone to
walk 5, she would not know how far to go. The units you could use
include 5 feet, 5 meters, 5 miles, and 5 kilometers. The centipede
in the picture below is 5 centimeters in length. The earthworm is 5
inches in length. Which is a larger unit, centimeters or inches?
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Figure 1.1: These small mushrooms
are only a tiny part of the giant fungus
that lives underground.

measurement - a value that tells
the amount of something.

unit - a fixed amount of
something.
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The International System of Measurement (SI)
Units allow people to communicate amounts. To make sure their
measurements are accurate, scientists use a set of standard units
that have been agreed upon around the world. Table 1.1 shows the
units in the International System of Measurement, known as the
SI.
Table 1.1: Common SI Units
Quantity

Length

Volume

Mass

Unit

Value

meter (m)
kilometer (km)
decimeter (dm)
centimeter (cm)
millimeter (mm)
micrometer (μm)
nanometer (nm)

1 km = 1,000 m
1 dm = 0.1 m
1 cm = 0.01 m
1 mm = 0.001 m
1 μm = 0.000001 m
1 nm = 0.000000001 m

cubic meter (m3)
cubic centimeter (cm3)
liter (L)
milliliter (mL)

1 cm3 = 0.000001 m3
1 L = 0.001 m3
1 mL = 0.001 L

kilogram (kg)
gram (g)
milligram (mg)

1 g = 0.001 kg
1 mg = 0.000001 kg

The United States uses the English
system of measurement. This
system uses miles, yards, feet,
and inches for length. Conversion
factors are useful in converting
from English to SI and back again.
For example,
1 inch = 2.54 cm.
Use this conversion factor to solve
the following problems. The first
one is done for you.
1. 10 in. × (2.54 cm/1 in.) =
25.4 cm.
2. 0.50 in. = _____ cm
3. 300 cm = _____ in.
4. 1 m = _____ in.
5. 2 km = _____ in.

Temperature
Kelvin (K)
Celsius (°C)

0°C = 273 K
100°C = 373 K

1.1 MEASUREMENTS
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Length and area
Measuring length Length is a measurement of distance. Life scientists measure the
length of a living thing along its greatest dimension. Figure 1.2
shows a scale that compares the lengths of different living things
and the appropriate SI unit to measure each.
What is the length of the fish below? If you measured it to be
10.5 cm, you are correct!

length - a measurement of
distance.

area - a measurement of how
much surface something has.

Measuring area Area is a measurement of how much surface something has. A
coyote occupies a certain area of land called its territory. A coyote’s
territory is about 16 square kilometers (km2). While this area
probably has an irregular shape, if a coyote’s territory was a
perfect square, you could measure the area as shown below.

Figure 1.2: Comparing the size of
living things and compounds.
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Volume
What is volume? Volume is a measurement of the amount of space something
occupies. The volume of a solid object is usually measured in cubic
meters (m3) or cubic centimeters (cm3). To find the volume of an
aquarium, multiply length × width × height as shown below.

volume - a measurement of
the amount of space something
occupies.

Measuring the The volume of a liquid is usually measured in liters (L) or
volume of liquids milliliters (mL). One milliliter is equal to one cubic centimeter.

Measuring the volume of liquid matter is easy. You simply pour it
into a marked container such as a measuring cup, graduated
cylinder, or beaker, and read the volume mark. To get the greatest
accuracy, there are two things to keep in mind. First, read the
mark at eye level. Second, you may notice that the surface of the
liquid forms a curve rather than a straight line. That curve is called
a meniscus. If the meniscus curves downward, (liquid water does
this) read the volume at the bottom of the curve as shown in
Figure 1.3. A few liquids, like mercury, will form an upward curve.
In this case, read the volume mark at the top of the curve.

Figure 1.3: The surface of water

curves downward. Read the mark at the
bottom of the curve.

1 milliliter (mL) = 1 cubic centimeter (cm3)
1.1 MEASUREMENTS
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Mass and temperature
Matter and mass Everything around you is made of matter and has mass. Matter is
defined as anything that has mass and takes up space. You are
matter and so is air. Mass is the measure of the amount of matter
that makes up something. The kilogram (kg) is the basic unit for
mass. A typical coyote has a mass of about 18 kg.

Use grams for There are 1,000 grams in 1 kilogram. The average mass of an
small living earthworm is about 90 grams. This is equal to 0.090 kilograms. Do
things you see why it’s easier to use grams with smaller living things?

matter - anything that has mass
and takes up space.
mass - a measure of the amount
of matter that makes up
something.
temperature - a measure of how
hot or cold something is.

What is Most living things can only survive within a certain range of
temperature? temperatures. For example, corals grow best in waters with a

temperature of between 21 and 29 degrees Celsius. Temperature is
a measure of how hot or cold something is. It has to do with the
average motion of the tiny particles (atoms and molecules) that
make up matter. As those particles move faster on average, the
temperature goes up. As they move slower on average, the
temperature goes down.

Temperature You are most familiar with the Fahrenheit temperature scale (°F).
scales Scientists use the Celsius scale (°C) and Kelvins (K) to describe

temperature. In this book, we will use the Celsius scale. Figure 1.4
shows a comparison between the Fahrenheit and Celsius scales.
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Figure 1.4: The Fahrenheit and
Celsius temperature scales.
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Solutions
Most of Earth’s All life depends on water. It’s a good thing 70 percent of Earth’s
water is in the surface is covered with it! Almost all of that water exists in
form of a solution solutions. A solution is a mixture of two or more substances that
are evenly distributed at the molecular level.

solution - a mixture of two or
more substances that are evenly
distributed at the molecular level.

A solution has A solution has two parts. The solvent is the part of a solution that
two parts dissolves another other part called the solute (Figure 1.5).

Seawater (water found in the oceans) is a solution made of water
(the solvent) and dissolved salts (the solute). Spring water is a
solution made of water and dissolved minerals. Air is a solution in
which nitrogen is the solvent and other gases like oxygen, carbon
dioxide, and water vapor are the solutes.

Measuring Scientists use units of
concentration concentration when measuring

levels of dissolved substances in
water. A unit of concentration
used in studying living things is
called parts per thousand (ppt).
Parts per thousand means that
there is 1 part of a solute
dissolved in 1,000 parts of a
solution. In metric units, parts per thousand is equal to grams of a
solute per liter of solution. For example, the concentration of salt in
the ocean is 35 parts per thousand. This means that there are 35
grams of salt (the solute) dissolved in every liter of water (the
solvent).

Figure 1.5: Solutions are made when
solutes dissolve in solvents. Here, salt is
the solute, and water is the solvent.

1.1 MEASUREMENTS
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1.1 Section Review
1. Measure the length of the millipede below. Give your answer in
meters, centimeters, and millimeters. Which is the best unit to
describe its length?

2. An acre of land measures 64 meters by 64 meters. What is the
area of an acre of land in square meters?

3. What is the volume of
the fish tank (right) in
cm3? Given that one cm3
equals one mL, what is
the volume of the tank
in liters?
4. A marine aquarium is
found to contain a salt
concentration of 40 ppt.
How may grams of salt are in one liter of the solution?
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Metric conversions
1. A graduated cylinder contains
50 mL of water. After a marble
was added, the volume of the
graduated cylinder was 75 mL.
What is the volume of the
marble? (HINT: 1 mL = 1 cm3)
2. A beetle measure 1 cm across.
What is the measurement in
millimeters?
3. An aquarium has a volume of
0.45 m3. What is its volume in
liters?
4. To convert between degrees
Celsius and degrees
Fahrenheit, use the following
relationships:
°C = (°F - 32) × 0.56
°F = (1.8 × °C) + 32
Convert the following
temperatures:
a. 80°F = ____°C
b. 32°F = ____°C
c. 98°C = ____°F
d. 21°C = ____°F
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1.2 Thinking Like a Scientist
Science is a process of thinking and learning about the world around us. There are
many fields of science, each dealing with a different part of our world. For example,
the study of matter is called chemistry. The study of outer space is called astronomy.
The study of life is called biology, and is the subject of this course. How do we go
about studying life? In this section, you will learn how to think like a scientist.

biology - the study of life.
scientific method - a process
used by scientists to find the
answers to questions.

The scientific method
Worms from Last spring, heavy rains turned the soil in Maria’s backyard into
mud? mud. Maria noticed many worms crawling on top of the mud that

weren’t there before (Figure 1.6). Did she conclude that the worms
were made from the mud? Of course not! It is common scientific
knowledge that nonliving objects (like mud) cannot turn into living
things (like worms). But hundreds of years ago, people actually
thought that simple living things like worms and beetles came from
nonliving things like mud, dirt, and spoiled food.

The scientific We often take scientific knowledge for granted even though it is the
method result of the work of many scientists over many years. The
scientific method is a process used by scientists to answer
questions like, “Can a nonliving object turn into a living thing?” It
involves asking questions, developing explanations, and testing
those explanations to see if they are correct. You can think of the
scientific method as an organized way of asking and answering
questions.

Figure 1.6: Can mud turn into
worms?

Untested The explanation that nonliving objects can give rise to living things
observations was based on untested observations. When scientists started using
the scientific method (in the 1600s), they eventually disproved this
idea.

1.2 THINKING LIKE A SCIENTIST
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Steps to the scientific method
Back to the Even though Maria knew that worms couldn’t possibly come from
worms mud, she wondered why they appeared after a heavy rain and
weren’t seen when it was dry. She had an idea that the worms
came to the surface so they wouldn’t drown in the wet mud and
that they preferred to live underground in moist soil. How could
she prove her idea?

Steps to the Like a scientist, Maria decided to follow the scientific method to
scientific method try and prove her ideas. While scientists don’t always follow the

exact same path toward finding answers, it is useful to show the
scientific method as a series of steps. The table below shows the
steps along with Maria’s example.

Table 1.2: Steps to the scientific method
1. Make observations or
research something.

Maria noticed worms on the surface of the mud after a heavy
rain.

2. Ask a question or state
a problem.

Why do worms come to the surface after a heavy rain?

3. State a hypothesis.

Worms come to the surface after a heavy rain so they won’t
drown in wet mud.

4. Test the hypothesis
with an experiment.

Maria set up two tanks. She put 20 worms into each tank.
Then she put normal soil into one tank and wet mud into the
other. She left both tanks in a window for the day.

5. Draw conclusions
based on the test.

Seventeen of the worms in the wet mud came to the surface
while all 20 worms in the other tank stayed under the soil.
Maria concluded that worms do not like to stay under wet
mud.

The hypothesis A hypothesis is a possible explanation that can be tested with an
experiment. A hypothesis is based on observation, prior
knowledge, or the results of other experiments.
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Figure 1.7: Maria’s experiment

hypothesis - a possible
explanation that can be tested with
an experiment.

CHAPTER 1: STUDYING LIFE

Designing experiments
Experiments and An experiment is a controlled test to determine if a hypothesis is
systems supported or refuted. An experiment is designed around a system.

A system is a group of factors that are related in some way. You
choose the system to include the factors you wish to investigate and
exclude the factors you think are not important.

Variables A variable is a factor that affects how a system works. When
designing an experiment, you identify the important variables in
the system and change only one variable. You change the variable
you want to investigate and keep all of the other variables the
same. The variable you change is called the experimental variable.
The variables you keep the same are called control variables.

Maria’s When Maria designed her worm experiment, she created a smaller
experiment model of the system she was studying (her backyard). Her model

did not include many of the variables found in her backyard such as
plants or other animals. Because of her hypothesis, Maria chose the
wetness of the soil as her experimental variable. Her control
variables were temperature, light, kind of soil, number of worms,
type of worms, and time.

experiment - a controlled test to
determine if a hypothesis is
supported or refuted.

system - a group of objects,
effects, and variables that are
related.

variable - a factor that affects
how a system works.

experimental variable - the
variable you change in an
experiment.

control variables - the variables
you keep the same in an
experiment.

1.2 THINKING LIKE A SCIENTIST
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Data and conclusions
Multiple trials Scientists do the exact same experiment many times to make sure
their results are valid. Each time you do the same experiment, it is
called a trial. The results of an experiment are valid only if you get
similar results from each trial. Maria conducted four trials of the
same experiment. Her data are shown in Figure 1.8.

Presenting your It is important to organize your data so that it can be analyzed and
data presented. You can organize data into tables, charts, and graphs.
Maria put her data into a bar graph as shown in Figure 1.9.
Which is easier to understand, the table in Figure 1.8 or the bar
graph in Figure 1.9?

Figure 1.8: Maria’s data from four
trials.

Drawing After analyzing the data, you should be able to state whether your
conclusions hypothesis is correct, partially correct, or incorrect. When the data

does not support the hypothesis, scientists try to find another
explanation for what they observed. Sometimes finding out that a
hypothesis is wrong is just as helpful as finding out that it’s
correct. The results help scientists make another hypothesis and
design another experiment. Eventually, they get closer to a correct
hypothesis. Does Maria’s data support her hypothesis?

Communicating A lab report is a good way to communicate the results of an
your results experiment to others. It should contain your research question,

hypothesis, experiment procedures and data, and your conclusion.
If you give an oral report to your class, colorful charts and graphs
are a good way to show your data. This is the same way scientists
present the results of their experiments to other scientists.
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Figure 1.9: A bar graph of Maria’s
data.
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Science is an ongoing process
Theories When repeated experiments confirm a hypothesis, scientists
usually accept it as valid. When repeated experiments support one
or more related hypotheses, a new theory may develop. A theory is
an explanation of how a natural process or event is thought to
occur. In science, a group of hypotheses becomes a theory only after
repeated experiments and observations with similar results.

Theories can In science, no theory is accepted as the absolute truth. Theories
change often change as more experiments are done. The invention of new

technology such as microscopes also leads to changes in theories
and the development of entirely new theories. You should think of a
theory as the best explanation for something that scientists have
come up with to date. But if you wait long enough, it may change!
As you can see, the scientific method is an ongoing process. The
diagram below shows how the process often works.

theory - an explanation of how a
process or event is thought to
occur.

A mnemonic is a device used as
an aid in remembering. You may
be familiar with a mnemonic used
to remember the names of the
planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and
Neptune. Here is an example:

My Very Eager Mother Just
Served Us Nectarines
Make up a mnemonic to remember
the process of the scientific
method. Use the first letter from
each step in your mnemonic.
Observations
Question
Hypothesis
Experiment
Analyze results
Conclusions
Communicate

1.2 THINKING LIKE A SCIENTIST
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1.2 Section Review
1. Write a hypothesis for the following question: “When a plant is
placed near a window, why does it lean and grow toward the
window?”
2. A good hypothesis can be tested with an experiment. Which of
the following statements is the best hypothesis? Explain your
answer.
a. There were many students absent from class today.
b. Many students were absent today because the flu is going
around.
3. Explain how you would test the hypothesis you chose in the
question above.
4. Use the illustration of an experiment below to answer
questions a, b, and c.

a. What is the experimental variable?
b. What are the control variables?
c. Write a hypothesis that the experiment could be designed to
test.
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In the 1600s, people believed that
living things could come from
nonliving objects. For example,
unrefrigerated meat eventually
becomes full of maggots. People
living in the 1600s thought the
meat actually turned into maggots.
In 1668, Francisco Redi, an Italian
physician, did an experiment with
flies and jars containing meat. His
experiment showed that meat
does not turn into maggots. This
may have been the first controlled
experiment!
1. Design an experiment to test
the hypothesis that meat does
not turn into maggots. Sketch
your design and list the
experimental and control
variables.
2. Present your experiment and
results to your class. You could
even give your presentation as
if it were 1668.
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1.3 Graphs
A graph is a visual way to organize data. Scientists sometimes use graphs to see how
changing one variable affects another variable. Graphs are also useful for making
comparisons between different sets of data. In this section, you will learn about the
types of graphs and how to make a line graph.

graph - a visual way to represent
data.

Types of graphs
A graph is a A graph is a picture that shows how variables are related. Graphs
picture are easier to read than tables of numbers, so they are often used to
analyze data collected during an experiment.

Types of graphs Some types of graphs are line, bar, and pie graphs. A line graph is
used when one variable causes a second variable to increase or
decrease in value. For example, the more gas you put in a car, the
farther it travels (Graph A). A bar graph compares categories of
information (Graph B). A pie graph is a circular graph that
compares categories of information. The data are usually written in
percentages.

Graph C (left) shows how a
student spends her time during 24
hours. Answer the following
questions about Graph C:
• What percentage of time is
spent with after school
activities?
• What would the graph look like
if the student spent half of her
day in school and the other half
asleep?
Make a pie graph of how you
spent your day. Draw your pie
graph in your journal and use
colored pencils for each segment.

1.3 GRAPHS
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Making a line graph
Independent and A line graph shows how a change in one variable influences
dependent another variable. The independent variable is the variable you
variables believe might influence another variable. It is often controlled by
the experimenter. The dependent variable is the variable that
may be influenced by the independent variable. The following
example illustrates how to graph variables.

An example As a scuba diver goes deeper under water, she has to think about
pressure. How does an increase in depth affect the pressure?
Pressure is measured in units of atmospheres. You live at Earth’s
surface under a pressure of 1 atmosphere. Figure 1.10 shows
depth and pressure data. A graph can help you visualize the
relationship between the depth of water and pressure.

Step 1: choose x- Depth is the independent variable
and y-axis because we are interested in how it

affects pressure. The independent
variable always goes on the x-axis of a
graph. The dependent variable always
goes on the y-axis. In this example,
pressure is the dependent variable.

Step 2: make a To create a scale for a depth versus
scale pressure graph, you first make a scale.

The word scale refers to size of
something. When talking about a
graph, scale refers to how each axis is
divided up to fit the range of data values. Use the formula below to
make a scale for any graph.
Data range ÷ number of boxes on the axis = value per box
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independent variable - a
variable that you believe might
influence another variable. The
independent variable is sometimes
called the manipulated variable.

dependent variable - the
variable that you believe is
influenced by the independent
variable. The dependent variable
is sometimes called the
responding variable.
Depth
(m)

Pressure
(atm.)

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0

Figure 1.10: Depth of the ocean and
pressure data.
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Suppose your graph has 12 boxes on each axis. Figure 1.11 shows
how you would create a scale for the x-axis. Figure 1.11 also shows
how you would create a scale y-axis of the graph for depth and
pressure.

Step 3: plot your Plot each point by finding the x-value and tracing the graph
data upward until you get to the right y-value. Make a dot for each

point. Draw a smooth curve that shows the pattern of the points
(shown below).

Figure 1.11: How to make a scale for
the x- and y-axes for the depth and
pressure data.

Step 4: create a Create a title for your graph. Also, be sure to label each axis and
title show units (shown above).
Do you see a relationship between the variables? The next page
explains how to recognize relationships on a graph. Read the next
page, then see if you can explain what type of relationship is shown
in the graph above.
1.3 GRAPHS
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Identifying relationships between variables on a graph
Patterns indicate When there is a relationship between the variables the graph
relationships shows a clear pattern. The speed and distance variables below

direct relationship - a

show a direct relationship. In a direct relationship, when one
variable increases, so does the other. When there is no
relationship the graph looks like a collection of dots. No pattern
appears. The number of musical groups a student listed in one
minute and the last two digits of his or her phone number are an
example of two variables that are not related.

99
140
171
198
221
242
262
280
297

Speed (cm/sec)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

200

100

0

0

50

Distance (cm)

100

30

20

10

0

0

10

20

30

# of
groups

Last
2 digits

10
15
19
6
22
9
26
12
11

6
5
15
22
9
11
13
14
19

Last 2 digits of phone number

Inverse Some relationships are inverse. In an inverse relationship, when
relationships one variable increases, the other decreases. If you graph how
much money you spend against how much you have left, you see
an inverse relationship. The more you spend, the less you have.
Graphs of inverse relationships always slope down to the right
(Figure 1.12).

Describe the relationship in the depth versus pressure graph on
the previous page. Did you know that life can exist even under the
extreme pressures at the bottom of the ocean?
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relationship in which one variable
decreases when another variable
increases.

Inverse Relationship
Between Variables
How much money you have

300

Distance Speed
(cm) (cm/sec)

inverse relationship - a

No Relationship
between Variables
Number of musical groups

Strong Relationship
between Variables

relationship in which one variable
increases with an increase in
another variable.

$100
$80
$60
$40
$20
0

0

$20

$40

$60

$80

$100

How much money you spend

Figure 1.12: Graphs of inverse

relationships slope down to the right.
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1.3 Section Review
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is a graph? What are three types of graphs?
Name a situation where you would use a pie graph.
List the steps to making a graph.
Suppose you want to make a graph of the average temperature
for each month of the year. What is the independent variable?
What is the dependent variable?
5. Make a line graph of the monthly average temperature. Use the
data below:
Month

Average
temperature
(°C)

Month

Average
temperature
(°C)

January
February
March
April
May
June

15
14
15
16
18
19

July
August
September
October
November
December

22
21
18
17
16
16

6. For each graph, tell whether it is a direct relationship, inverse
relationship, or no relationship.

Make a bar graph and pie
graph
1. A bar graph compares
categories of information. Here
is a data set for making a bar
graph. Use this data set to
make a bar graph.

2. A pie graph also compares
categories of information. Here
is a data set for making a pie
graph. Use this data set to
make a pie graph.

1.3 GRAPHS
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The Role of a Scientist

Chapter 1 Connection

The scientific method and the blindfold experiment
Imagine waking in the morning knowing what you do may
help someone to see. That is what Dr. Lotfi Merabet feels
like each morning. He is a scientist and optometrist working
to help the blind see again. An optometrist is an eye doctor.

Scientists wonder if the brain can change. In order to explore
this question, a hypothesis or educated guess is developed.
Does the brain change when sight is lost? How does the
brain change?

Dr. Merabet thinks about science every day and uses this
knowledge to study problems. As a child, he enjoyed science.
He was fascinated with understanding how the brain works.
Dr. Merabet felt that the brain was the ultimate machine

An experiment was set up with two groups of people who
could see. One group wore blindfolds and the other group did
not. A teacher taught both groups Braille for five days.

Meaningful questions
Asking questions is the first step of the scientific method.
Forming meaningful questions is daily routine for Dr.
Merabet. His day may include conducting experiments,
discussing results, visiting patients, and writing reports. As
a research scientist, Dr. Merabet wants to answer one very
important question. What happens to the brain when a
person is blind?

Braille is a code that lets blind people read and write. The
code feels like bumps or dots on paper. This blindfold
experiment used all the steps of the scientific method.
Scientists asked questions, made a hypothesis, conducted
experiments, collected information, and made conclusions.
A large part of the brain is used for seeing. What would
happen to the brain when someone could no longer see? Who
would learn Braille better - people with or without
blindfolds?
The experiment showed that the blindfolded people had an
easier time learning Braille. Scientists concluded that
Braille is best learned through touching rather than seeing.
For the blindfolded, the brain was no longer concerned with
seeing. The brain adapted to the change by improving a
person's sense of touch. Where inside the brain did this
adjustment take
place? Additional
experiments must be
done to answer this
question.
Scientists used a
functional magnetic
resonance imaging
(fMRI) tool for the
blindfold study.
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The fMRI scanned the brain for activity in the “vision” area.
Scientists believe the brain adapted by using different
“pathways.” The brain was able to adapt to change much like
a car driver may change his route due to a detour. The new
“pathway” or road has always been there, but is not used
until needed.

So far six people have tested the retinal implants. Time has
been limited to just a few hours with each person. Some have
seen dots of light. Work continues with the hope that the
blind will be able to see clear pictures of the world around
them.

The Boston Retinal Implant Project

The retina is the part of the eye that helps us to see. It takes
in light and creates electrical energy that is sent to the
brain. Damage to the retina can cause blindness. The retinal
implant is an electronic device. It stimulates the retina by
sending a “visual” message to the brain. The implant is very
tiny - thinner than a human hair! The implant is considered
a prosthesis. A prosthesis is a man-made device that
replaces a damaged part of the body. You have probably seen
people with an artificial leg or arm. These are prostheses
that do the work of a real arm or leg.
Scientists are hoping to develop a prosthetic implant that
will help restore sight. For the implant to work, patients
wear special glasses containing a small camera. The camera
sends signals to the implant using wireless technology.

Science is a team effort
Science cannot be done in isolation. For the Boston Retinal
Implant Project, a team of scientists includes the following:
physicians, optometrists, physiologists, biologists, and
engineers. Scientists learn from others and must work
together each day towards a common goal. Scientific success
relies on sharing knowledge with others. A scientist cannot
be locked in a lab. He must be an active part of the world in
which he lives. Dr. Merabet and other scientists look forward
to the new challenges presented each day.

Chapter 1 Connection

Everyday scientists try to understand and explain the world
in which we live. Understanding why things happen will
help them find solutions to problems. A goal of science is to
study a problem and then create ways to improve the
problem. Dr. Merabet is part of a team working on the
Retinal Implant Project in Boston, Massachusetts. They are
studying how to teach the “blind brain” to see again. The
blindfold study was used to understand how the brain
adjusts to the loss of sight. This is an important part of the
research process - answering meaningful questions. If Dr.
Merabet wants to restore sight, he needs to understand how
the brain adjusts when vision is lost. The goal of the project
is to improve the sight of the blind.

Questions:
1. What is the role of a scientist?
2. Describe how the “blindfold study” uses the scientific method.
3. Why do scientists ask meaningful questions?
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What’s Inside the Box?

Chapter 1 Activity

Science is sometimes like a sealed, black box. You can't
always open it to see what's inside. You have to piece
together clues and make a model of what you think is
inside. For example, scientists can describe what the
internal structure of Earth is like, but Earth certainly
cannot be cut in half and examined!
The object for a scientist is to narrow the possible
explanations to the best one, based on scientific
evidence and agreement among different researchers.
In this activity, you will investigate some black boxes.
You will try to describe what's inside without opening
them.
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What you will do
1. Obtain 6 black boxes labeled A through F from your
teacher.
2. Perform "tests" on each of 6 different sealed containers,
and describe what the internal structure is like. You may
shake, rattle, roll, and listen to the sealed containers, but
you may not open or destroy the container. No violent
shaking!
3. There are three different internal structures. Determine
which containers have similar interiors.
4. Make and label a diagram to show what the interior of
the sealed container looks like.
5. Pair up with another group and work together to agree on
the best explanations and diagrams, as well as proper
pairing of similar interiors.
6. Opening the sealed containers may be very tempting, but
scientists cannot do this with their black boxes! To really
get the point across about black boxes, and to keep the
containers usable for other students, we will not open the
containers.

Applying your knowledge
a. Explain further tests that you could do that might
require additional equipment, but would not destroy the
sealed containers.
b. Explain how you used the scientific method to come to
your conclusions about the interior structure of each
sealed container. Use the following terms: hypothesis,
experiment, data, conclusion, peer review.

Chapter 1 Assessment
Vocabulary
Select the correct term to complete the sentences.

11. When a widely accepted explanation of process or event is
believed to be true, a ____ is formed which is further
supported by many repeated experiments.

length

experiment

independent variable

volume

variables

graph

mass

scientific method

dependent variable

measurement

control variable

13. The _____ is plotted on the y-axis of a graph.

unit

theory

14. The _____ is plotted on the x-axis of a graph.

Section 1.3

12. A _____ shows how variables are related.

experimental variable
Section 1.1

Concepts

1.

A value that has a quantity and a unit is a ____.

Section 1.1

2.

A ____ defines the amount of something that is being
measured.

1.

3.

When measuring the ____ of an insect, scientists calculate
the distance from the tip of the head to end of its abdomen.

4.

The ____ of an object is calculated differently depending
upon its shape but still determines how much space it
occupies.

5.

a. meter
c. gram
2.

b.

Section 1.2

When testing hypotheses and solving problems, scientists
use a process called the ____.

7.

The test used to determine whether or not the hypothesis is
correct is the ____.

8.

Scientists identify and test different ____ within the
experiment to see how they affect the system.

9.

The ____ is a factor within the experiment that changes.

10. By keeping the ____ the same, scientists can investigate the
effect of other factors on the system.

c.
d.
3.

b. liter
d. Fahrenheit

When measuring the volume of water in a graduated
cylinder:
a.

When wildlife biologists measure the ____ of a mountain
beaver, they determine the amount of matter it occupies.

6.

Which of the following is not a proper SI unit of
measurement?

read the mark at eye level and at the bottom of the
meniscus.
look down from the top of the cylinder and read the
mark just above the curve.
read the mark at the top edges of the meniscus.
raise the cylinder in your hand to eye level to get the
most accurate result.

An organism that has more mass:
a.
b.
c.
d.

is larger than an organism that has less mass.
weighs more than an organism with less mass.
cannot have more matter than an organism with less
mass.
will never have the same mass as an animal that takes
up more space.
CHAPTER 1 STUDYING LIFE
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Section 1.2

Section 1.2

4.

3.

After testing, the hypothesis appears to be false. This
indicates:
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

A student designs an experiment and gets favorable results
after one trial. The student should:
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

The experiment is a failure.
The results are of no use.
The design of the experiment was bad.
The data may be useful, but further testing and
redesign of the experiment may be needed.

write a paper and publish the results.
redesign the experiment to get more favorable data.
repeat the experiment several times to verify the
results.
form a new experiment that supports a related
hypothesis.

Section 1.3

4.

Explain the relationship between hypotheses and theories.
What are three types of graphs? Name a situation where
you would use each type of graph.

Math and Writing Skills
Section 1.1

1.

2.

A freshwater lake extends 12 miles westward 10 miles south
and is on average 12 feet deep (1 mile=5280 feet). Determine
the surface area and volume of the lake using appropriate
units.
Calculate the concentration of each solution in ppt:
a.
b.
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12 grams of salt per 2-liters of solution.
0.5 grams of sugar per 1-liter of solution.
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Using the following data, create a graph that clearly and
accurately represents the results.

Species A
Species B
Species C

#
Eggs

#
Hatchlings

# Adults
1st year

#Adults
5th year

200
60
5

180
50
4

50
28
4

26
15
3

Give a possible explanation of the results. Is the data easier
to understand in graphical form? Why?

Section 1.3

7.

A botanist wants to understand if exposure to St. John's
wort, a flowering roadside flower, causes skin irritation. In
this experiment several types of plants including St. John's
wort are rubbed onto the arms of ten volunteers. A skin rash
develops in all ten individuals. Can the scientist clearly say
that St. John's wort causes skin irritation? Why or why not?
Identify any variables and state any changes that could be
made to make this experiment more valid.

Chapter Project
Measurement scavenger hunt
Find and measure the items in the scavenger hunt list. Make a
sketch for each item and include labels with measurements.
Submit a report with sketches on notebook paper or create a
poster of your findings. Creativity and neatness count!
1.

Find something that is 2 meters high.

2.

Find something that has a volume of 237 milliliters.

3.

Find something that is approximately 3 centimeters thick.

4.

Measure the length and width of your bedroom or living
room floor in meters and find the area in square meters.

Chapter 2

Living Things
Imagine adding water to a packet of powder and ending up
with a tank full of swimming creatures. This may seem like
science fiction, but it’s true. Brine shrimp are small relatives
of crabs and lobsters. Brine shrimp eggs can live for many
years in tiny hard cases. When you add water and set up a
proper environment for the eggs, the brine shrimp hatch and
thrive! A class of seventh graders from Pennsylvania designed
an experiment to see if space travel would affect brine shrimp
eggs. They sent a packet of the tiny eggs on the space shuttle
Discovery in 1998 with U.S. Senator John Glenn. You can find
articles about the results of the experiment on the Internet
using the search phrase "brine shrimp in space." In this
chapter you will learn how to tell if something is living or not,
and you will see how the incredible variety of life on Earth is
described, categorized, and named.

1. Is a cloud in the sky a living thing?
2. How do sweating and shivering keep you alive?
3. How is life on Earth classified?

2.1 Is It Alive?
Do you know how bread is made? One of the most important ingredients is yeast.
Open a packet of yeast and you’ll see a bunch of tiny, dried specks. If you drop those
specks into a cup of warm water with a little sugar, they’ll start to bubble and froth.
If you look at the mixture under a microscope (Figure 2.1), you will see individual
clumps of yeast growing and even multiplying! Is yeast a living organism? In this
section, you’ll learn what it means to be alive.

Make a list of all of the vocabulary
terms in this section. For each
term:
1. Write its definition, in your own
words.
2. Use the term in a sentence.

What does it mean to be alive?
What is an An organism is an individual form of life. A tree is an organism
organism? and so is yeast. So are you. What makes something alive? As with

many questions in science, the answer is not easy and is still
argued among scientists. If you’ve ever had a cold or the flu, you’re
familiar with the effects of viruses. Viruses are very tiny things
that have some of the characteristics of living things, but are not
considered alive by many scientists.

The So what makes something alive? Having a set of rules is a good
characteristics of way to get closer to the answer. Biologists often use five basic rules
living things to classify something as living or nonliving.
Five Characteristics of Living Things

Figure 2.1: Yeast magnified 100

times. Yeast is a living organism. Each
tiny sphere is an individual organism.

1. Living things respond to their surroundings.
2. Living things grow and develop.
3. Living things are able to reproduce.
4. Living things use energy.
5. Living things are made of smaller building blocks called cells.
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organism - an individual form of
life.
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Response and Have you ever gone from a dark room out into the sunshine? You
stimulus respond by squinting your eyes. The brightness of the sun is called
a stimulus and your reaction to it is called a response. All living
things respond to a stimulus.

Growth You may think of growth as an increase in size. You have increased
in size since you were born. Growth also refers to an increase in
mass and to an increase in number of cells.

Reproduction The process of making more of the same kind of organism is called
reproduction. Because all living things eventually die, reproduction
allows life to continue.

Energy All living things take materials from their surroundings such as
food, water, and gases. They use these materials to get energy. This
energy is needed to carry out all of the life functions.

stimulus - something that causes
a response.

response - how an organism
reacts to a stimulus.

growth - an increase in mass.
cell - the smallest unit of a living
thing.

Cells A cell the smallest unit of a living thing. It is the simplest structure
that can carry out all of the functions described above. You’ll learn
more about cells in Unit 2.

2.1 IS IT ALIVE?
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Is a barnacle alive?
A trip to the One day at the beach, Zeke picked up one of many rocks that were
beach covered in white bumps (Figure 2.2). He thought the rock would
look nice in his marine aquarium so he brought it home and
dropped it into his tank. One day, while watching the fish in his
tank, Zeke got a surprise. The white bumps on the rock had
sprouted tiny legs and were waving back and forth in the water.
The rock was alive! (Actually, the white bumps were alive.)

Barnacles Zeke’s rock was covered with tiny organisms called barnacles
(Figure 2.3). These creatures live in tide pools along the seacoast
where waves crash and tides cause water to flow in and out. Inside
its shell the barnacle can hold seawater to survive the many hours
of drought at low tide. At high tide the shell opens and the
barnacle begins to feed. Its long, comb-like legs sweep back and
forth to catch tiny organisms called plankton.

Figure 2.2: What are the white
bumps covering this rock?

Is a barnacle alive? Let’s use the five criteria to decide.
1. Barnacles respond to their environment by closing their
shells at low tide, and opening them at high tide.
2. Barnacles grow and develop. They begin life as freeswimming creatures. Once they find a good spot, they “glue”
themselves to a rock and form a shell.
3. Barnacles reproduce. After fertilization from a male
barnacle, females hold the eggs in their shells until they hatch.
4. By waving their legs, barnacles capture food. They use
energy from the food to move their legs, open and close their
shells, and carry out all life processes.
5. If you examined the legs of a barnacle with a microscope you
would see that they are made of individual cells.
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Figure 2.3: Each bump is an

individual barnacle. Barnacles feed
by waving their legs back and forth.

CHAPTER 2: LIVING THINGS

Types of energy
What is energy? You have read that living things use energy. Energy is sometimes
defined as the ability to cause change or do work. There are many
forms of energy (Figure 2.4). Any form can be converted into any
other form. Living things can convert one form of energy into
another.

energy - the ability to cause
change or do work.

Radiant energy Radiant energy is also known as electromagnetic energy. Light is
made up of waves called electromagnetic waves. There are many
different types of electromagnetic waves, including the light we see,
ultraviolet light, x-rays, infrared radiation, radio waves, and
microwaves. This is the type of energy that reaches Earth from the
Sun and is captured by plants.

Chemical energy Chemical energy is energy stored in molecules. Energy stored by
living things can be in this form. When molecules are rearranged,
chemical energy is released. When animals eat plants, they use the
chemical energy stored by the plants to move, grow, and reproduce.

Mechanical Mechanical energy is the energy an object has due to its motion or
energy position. You store mechanical energy when you climb a hill. The
energy is released when you go back down the hill.

Electrical and Electrical energy is carried by the flow of electric current. Nerve
thermal energies impulses in your body are electrical energy. Thermal energy flows

whenever there is a temperature difference. Heat is a form of
thermal energy. Thermal energy flows from your hand to any cooler
object that you touch, such as ice cream.

Nuclear energy Nuclear energy results from splitting or combining the nuclei of
atoms. Nuclear energy gained by splitting uranium atoms is
converted to electrical energy in power plants. Nuclear energy from
combining hydrogen atoms is how the Sun makes energy.

Figure 2.4: There are many forms of
energy. Energy can be converted from
one form to another.

2.1 IS IT ALIVE?
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2.1 Section Review
1. List the five rules for classifying something as alive.
2. Which characteristics of a cloud in the sky might qualify it as a
living thing? Which rules does a cloud not meet?
3. Classify each object below as living or nonliving. Explain your
answer for each.

Imagine you are a space scientist.
You have landed on a distant
planet and are searching for life.
You encounter the object below.
You take data and make the
following observations about the
object:
• It is 9.5 cm tall and has a mass
of 250 g.
• There are several smaller
objects on the ground below it.
• It occasionally sways back and
forth.

4. In the picture below, energy is being changed from one form
into another. Make a flow chart that shows each form of energy
in the order of change.

1. Make a hypothesis whether or
not the object is alive. Justify
your hypothesis.
2. Design an experiment to test
your hypothesis. Sketch your
experimental design and list
the materials you would use.
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2.2 What is a Living System?
You have learned that a system is a group of factors that are related in some way. You
can think of an individual organism as a living system. What variables affect you as
a system? An obvious answer is the temperature around you (Figure 2.5). The type of
food you eat is another variable. Your body responds to different variables in different
ways. In this section, you will learn about how living systems are organized and the
variables that affect them.

The organization of living systems
Living systems Is your room disorganized? Even if it is, you are not! As a living
are organized system, your body is organized to use matter and energy to move,

grow, and survive. Living systems—like you—contain many levels
of organization. These are described on the next few pages.

Molecules A molecule is a basic unit of matter. Living systems are made of
many different molecules. Each type of molecule has an important
function. Your body contains molecules that store energy, control
life functions, and even hold all of the information needed to make
another you! You’ll learn more about molecules in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.5: A living system is

affected by outside variables. What are
the variables affecting the girl in the
picture?

Cells A cell is the basic unit of a living system. Each cell is made up
of different types of molecules including proteins, carbohydrates,
and others. Your body contains trillions of cells, each one a living
system on its own. Some organisms are made up of only one cell.
Figure 2.6 shows what a one-celled organism called a euglena looks
like. Organisms that are made of more than one cell are called
multicellular organisms. You’ll learn much more about cells in
Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

A cell is the basic unit of a living system.

Figure 2.6: A euglena is a one-celled
organism.

2.2 WHAT IS A LIVING SYSTEM?
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Tissues Your body is made up of many different types of cells. You have
skin cells, muscle cells, liver cells, nerve cells, and blood cells, to
name just a few. A group of specialized cells that performs a
particular function is called a tissue. For example, muscle tissue is
a tissue that is able to contract. Figure 2.7 shows what your
muscle tissue looks like under a microscope.

Organs Tissues combine to form organs, the next level of organization. An
organ is a group of tissues that works together to carry out a set of
functions. For example, your stomach is an organ that contains
several types of tissue. Muscle tissue in your stomach contracts
to mix food. Another type of tissue makes a chemical that breaks
down the food.

tissue - a group of specialized
cells that performs a particular
function.

organ - a group of tissues that
works together to carry out a set of
functions.
organ system - a group of
organs that works together to
perform a set of functions.

Organ systems A group of organs that works together to perform a set of functions
is called an organ system. For example, your digestive system
consists of many organs including the esophagus, stomach, small
intestine, and large intestine. Each organ in the system performs
a different function that is part of the digestive process.

Organism In multicellular organisms like you, different body parts and
organ systems take on different functions. The network of organ
systems works together to keep the organism alive. An organism
is an independently functioning living thing.
Figure 2.7: Muscle tissue is made of
individual muscle cells. Each
individual cell has a dark spot called a
nucleus.
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Variables and living systems
Homeostasis Living things can respond to changes in their surroundings to
maintain a steady internal environment. The process of
maintaining a life-supporting system is called homeostasis.
Homeostasis happens at all levels of organization, including the
cellular level, and is a characteristic of all living things.

homeostasis - the process of
maintaining a life-supporting
internal environment.

Variables that All sorts of variables affect an organism’s ability to stay alive.
affect life These include temperature, food, water, and the level of oxygen

(Figure 2.8). All organisms have built-in processes to help them
survive when variables change. Organisms can survive within a
range of values for each variable. If a change in a variable is too
severe, the organism may not be able to maintain homeostasis and
could die.

Why do we sweat You experience homeostasis every day, as you’ll see in the following
and shiver? story. It was a hot day so Sarah decided to go for a swim in the
neighborhood pool. She packed a towel and headed out on her
bicycle. As Sarah climbed up a hill, she began to drip with sweat.
She couldn’t wait to jump into the pool! When she started to swim
though, the water was so cold she couldn’t stay in very long. Once
Sarah got out of the water, she started shivering. The shivering
stopped once she felt warm again.

Sweating and
shivering are
examples of
homeostasis

Sweating and shivering are good examples of how your body
responds to maintain a steady temperature. Normal human body
temperature is 37°C (98.6°F). At this temperature, your cells can
perform their functions. When it’s too hot and your body
temperature begins to rise, glands in your skin produce sweat to
cool the temperature back down. When it’s too cold and your body
temperature begins to lower, shivering is a response that warms
your body temperature back up (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.8: A few of the variables

that affect an organism’s ability to stay
alive.

Figure 2.9: Your normal body

temperature is 37°C. Sweating and
shivering are your body’s way of
maintaining that temperature.

2.2 WHAT IS A LIVING SYSTEM?
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2.2 Section Review
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Why is a living thing a system?
Name three variables that affect a living system.
What is a cell?
What is a multicellular organism? Name three examples.
Identify each picture below as either a molecule, a cell, a tissue,
or an organ. Give a reason for your choices.

6. Explain why each of the following scenarios is a good example
of homeostasis. What is the variable involved? What is the
response?
a. During the 100 meter run at a track meet, Sonja’s heart
rate and breathing increased.
b. Roberto’s stomach began to growl during science class.
c. Because they do not have sweat glands, dogs pant when
they’re hot.
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Like a living thing, a car has
different levels of organization. A
car is made of different materials
like rubber and steel. Different
materials are grouped into parts
like the wheels and headlights.
Different parts are grouped
together into systems like the
cooling system and the drive
system. Together, all of the
systems make up the car.

Make a chart showing the levels of
organization for one of the
following systems. You may need
to do some research!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Your school building.
A city.
A cookie factory.
Choose a system that is not
listed.

CHAPTER 2: LIVING THINGS

2.3 Types of Living Things
Look around you. What types of living things do you see? You probably see plants and
animals. If you could shrink down to the size of a cell, you’d see other types of living
things. At this size, you might see dust mites crawling across the floor (Figure 2.10).
You would definitely see bacteria, a microscopic life form that lives just about
everywhere. What are the different types of life and how do we classify them?

Classifying life
A trip to the Ryan was cooking chicken and rice for his family. He looked in the
grocery store cupboard and found that they were out of rice. He had to get some
quick so he ran to the grocery store. The huge store contained
thousands of products. He located the aisle marked “pasta, beans,
and rice” and quickly found exactly what he was looking for.

Figure 2.10: Dust mites are tiny
organisms that live in your home.

The importance Grocery stores are organized so you can find things easily. Products
of classification are grouped in aisles according to their similarities. You wouldn’t
look in the dairy aisle if you wanted to find canned pineapple! In a
similar way, living things are classified by similar characteristics.
Each different type of organism is called a species. It is estimated
that there are over ten million different species on Earth. Can you
see why it is important to classify living things?

Kingdoms One system of classification groups all living things into one of six
kingdoms: Archaebacteria, Eubacteria, Protista, Fungi, Plantae, or
Animalia. To classify a living thing into one of the kingdoms,
scientists ask three questions (Figure 2.11):
• Does it have prokaryotic (simple) or eukaryotic (complex) cells?
• Is it single-celled or multicellular?
• Does it get energy by making its own food (a producer) or by
getting food from other organisms (a consumer)?

Figure 2.11: Three questions asked
when classifying an organism into a
kingdom.

2.3 TYPES OF LIVING THINGS
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Bacteria, Kingdom Protista, and Kingdom Fungi
Two Kingdoms of Bacteria are the simplest of all living things. They have
bacteria prokaryotic cells and are single-celled organisms. Some bacteria

can produce their own food while others break down food and
absorb it. Primitive bacteria have been found living in hot springs
and deep sea vents (Figure 2.12). Because of this discovery, many
scientists divide bacteria into two kingdoms. Under this system,
Kingdom Archaebacteria are the primitive bacteria and Kingdom
Eubacteria are the “true” bacteria. Bacteria are discussed in
Chapter 7.

Kingdom Protista Members of the Kingdom Protista are called protists. Protists are

Figure 2.12: These bacteria were
found living in a hot spring.

an odd group of organisms. They are mostly single-celled, though
there are some multicellular protists. All protists have eukaryotic
cells. Some protists can produce their own food while others get
their energy by eating other organisms. Figure 2.13 shows a few
examples of protists. Protists are discussed in Chapter 7.

Kingdom Fungi Kingdom Fungi includes the fungi, mushrooms, molds, and yeasts.
You may have seen members of this kingdom growing on rotting
logs in the woods. Fungi are important because they break down
rotting things and return the nutrients to the soil. Fungi have
eukaryotic cells and most (except yeasts) are multicellular. They
get their energy by breaking down and absorbing dead organisms
like trees. You’ll learn more about fungi in Chapter 13.

Figure 2.13: These are just a few
members of Kingdom Protista.
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Kingdoms Plantae and Animalia
Kingdom Plantae The Kingdom Plantae is made up of multicellular organisms that
have eukaryotic cells. In a process called photosynthesis, plants
harness energy from the sun and store it in the form of molecules.
When animals eat the plants, they use these molecules as energy to
survive. Examples of plants include mosses, ferns, trees, and
flowering plants. Figure 2.14 shows the characteristics of a typical
plant. Plants are discussed in Chapter 14.

Figure 2.14: The characteristics of a

typical plant.

Kingdom Like plants, animals are multicellular organisms that have
Animalia eukaryotic cells. Unlike plants, all animals need to eat other

organisms to get their energy. Beetles, worms, snakes, and birds
are animals. You are also an animal. Figure 2.15 shows the
characteristics of a typical animal. Animals are discussed in
Chapter 15.

Figure 2.15: The characteristics of a

typical animal.

2.3 TYPES OF LIVING THINGS
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Levels of classification
Taxonomy is the process of identifying and classifying living
things. The Swedish scientist Carolus Linnaeus (1707–1778)
developed this system for identifying and classifying living things.
Taxonomy is based on the characteristics of organisms. Organisms
with shared characteristics are grouped together.

For animals, the levels of classification are
kingdom, phylum, class, order, family,
genus, and species.
Levels of For animals, the levels of classification are kingdom, phylum,
classification class, order, family, genus, and species. Organisms belonging to

the same kingdom are not necessarily very similar. As levels get
smaller, organisms share more characteristics. Organisms in the
same order share more characteristics than organisms in the same
class. Organisms belonging to the same species are very similar
and can produce offspring together. Table 2.1 shows the
classification of some animals.

taxonomy - the process of
identifying and classifying living
things.

species - a group of similar
organisms that can produce
offspring.

How many different species of
organisms can you identify in your
backyard or local park? Visit a
local park or your backyard. List all
of the different species of
organisms you see.

Table 2.1: Classification of some common animals
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Level

Human

Dog

Bull frog

Brine shrimp

Kingdom
Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Genus
Species

Animalia
Chordata
Mammalia
Primates
Homonidae
Homo
Homo sapiens

Animalia
Chordata
Mammalia
Carnivora
Canidae
Canis
Canis familiaris

Animalia
Chordata
Amphibia
Anura
Ranidae
Rana
Rana catesbeiana

Animalia
Arthropoda
Crustacea
Brachiopoda
Anostraca
Artemia
Artemia gracillus
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2.3 Section Review
1. Why is it important to classify living things?
2. Complete the following table.
Kingdom

Prokaryotic or
eukaryotic
cells?

Single-celled or
multicellular?

What IS this?
Producers or
consumers?

Eubacteria
Protista
Fungi
Plantae
Animalia

3. For each organism below, (a) name the kingdom; and (b) give a
reason for your answer.

Euglenas are one-celled,
eukaryotic organisms that live in
ponds. They have the following
characteristics:
• They are green and can make
their own food.
• They have a whip-like structure
called a flagella that they use to
move around.
• They sometimes find food
instead of making their own.
Answer the following questions:
1. To which Kingdom do Euglenas
belong?
2. Before the invention of the
microscope, scientists
classified all organisms as
either animals or plants.
Explain why they needed to
invent a new Kingdom when
they discovered Euglenas.

4. At which level of classification do a dog and a human get
separated? What about a frog and a brine shrimp?
2.3 TYPES OF LIVING THINGS
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Is There Proof of Life on Mars?

Chapter 2 Connection

Do you think there is life on other planets? Not long ago,
most people would have said “no.” The search for life on
other planets switched from science fiction to real science
during the last century. The search for life elsewhere has
followed on the heels of our greater understanding of the
universe itself.
We now know that the universe is huge. It contains billions
of galaxies. Because the universe is so big, the chances of life
existing beyond Earth are very good.

What do we mean by life when we talk about other parts of
the universe? Definitions vary. We know that all living
things on Earth are made of carbon compounds. We also
know that all living things on Earth need water. Some
scientists believe that if we find life elsewhere, it will have to
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be carbon-based. Other scientists think the universe is too
vast to know this for sure. Our search for life beyond Earth
starts with the search for evidence of water. If we find
evidence of water, this suggests the existence of life.

Journeys to Mars
Our “near” neighbor Mars is the fourth planet from our sun.
Mars is a little like our planet. It has long been the focus of
our search for life beyond the Earth.
In the 1880s,
better telescopes
showed what
seemed to be
canals on Mars.
Some even
believed that
people lived on
Mars. These ideas
lasted until the
1960s. At that
point, improved
techniques gave us
a closer look at
Mars. The “canals”
were an optical
illusion.
In 1976, the Viking mission landed on Mars. It found a thin
atmosphere made mostly of carbon dioxide. Soil samples
were tested. Viking found no signs of life or liquid water.
Photos sent back revealed Mars as a barren place. Yet these
images showed landforms that suggested liquid water might
have existed on Mars long ago. Since then, scientists have
tried to find out if Mars had water in the ancient past.

Proof from Earth?

Other evidence

In 1996, some scientists made a startling claim. They said
that they had evidence suggesting that life existed on Mars
more than 3 billion years ago. Perhaps most amazing of all,
they found the evidence on Earth!

More evidence needs to be collected. Recent missions to Mars
are looking for water. In 2003, the NASA rovers Spirit and
Opportunity landed on Mars. They have sent back many
amazing photographs.

Here is what some scientists think may have happened. The
rock was originally beneath the surface of Mars. About 3.6
billion years ago, meteorites hit Mars. The meteor impact
cracked the rock. A liquid seeped into the cracks leaving
mineral deposits behind. The deposits included carbon and
iron compounds. These compounds are associated with some
bacteria on Earth.
Then, about sixteen million years ago, an asteroid hit Mars.
The rock was blasted into space. It finally fell to Earth in
Antarctica about 13,000 years ago.

Close-up images from Mars show textures that geologists
recognize. Inside of some rocks, crystals form in salty water.
Later the crystals dissolve. They leave marks on the rocks.
Geologists see this on Earth. If the same process caused the
textures on Mars, it would indicate the presents of water.
So far, we are not sure if water ever existed on Mars, much
less if there are living things there now. Each new piece of
evidence takes us a step closer to an answer.

Questions:

Scientists have studied the meteorite and found what might
be fossils of ancient bacteria. Similar tiny bacteria have been
found on Earth. These discoveries suggest that water once
existed on Mars. This is just one conclusion from the
evidence.

Chapter 2 Connection

The evidence was found in a meteorite in Antarctica. You
might wonder how can we know the meteorite came from
Mars? Scientist discovered that the gases trapped in the
meteorite match those found on Mars by Viking.

1. How likely is it that life exists in other parts of the universe?
Why?
2. What possible evidence of liquid water on Mars did Viking
find?
3. What evidence of possible life on Mars was found on the
Earth? Explain.

UNIT 1 LIVING SYSTEMS
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Chapter 2 Activity

Making a Key
Living organisms are classified into different groups to
make it easier to understand the similarities and
differences between these organisms. Scientists that
study the characteristics of organisms and their
relationships to other organisms are called taxonomists.
One tool taxonomists use to identify unfamiliar
organisms is called a key. A key asks a series of
questions about an organism. As you answer each
question, you are led to a different question depending
on how you answered the first question. This continues
until you are finally able to figure out what the
organism is. Let’s look at an example of a key used not
for organisms, but for regular shapes.
Consider this shape:

1. Is the shape two-dimensional or three-dimensional?
a. If two-dimensional, go to question 2.
b. If three-dimensional, go to question 7.
2. Are all the edges of this two-dimensional shape all
curved?
a. If yes, go to question 3.
b. If no, go to question 4.
3. If you place a point in the center of this shape, are all
locations along the perimeter at an equal distance from
the center point.
a. If yes the shape is a circle.
b. If no, the shape is an oval.
Get the idea? In this activity, you will create a key to identify
some objects your teacher gives you.
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What you will do
1. Obtain a collection of objects from your teacher.
2. Give each item a silly name. The name should not be
something that someone could easily guess.
3. Separate the objects into two groups based on some
simple, easily observed difference between them. Write a
question that when it is answered will determine the
placement of an object into one group or the other. This
question should be designed so that it only has two
answers, for groups a and b.
4. Examine group a and repeat step 2 for this group. Keep
repeating this for each group until the answer to a
question leaves you with only one object. In this case, give
the name of the object.

Applying your knowledge
a. Pair up with another group in the class. Randomly pick
one of their objects. Draw a picture of this object. Use the
key that your partner group wrote to try to correctly
identify the chosen item and find out its silly name. What
was the object's name? Did you get stuck at any steps? Is
this group's key very different from yours?
b. You are a shape taxonomist. The key found in the
introduction needs more work. You want people to be able
to use this key to identify the shapes below. Write
additional steps for the shape key so that it can be used to
identify these shapes.

Chapter 2 Assessment
Vocabulary

Concepts

Select the correct term to complete the sentences.

Section 2.1

stimuli

energy

organ systems

species

tissues

homeostasis

organism

response

cells

taxonomy

organs

1.

While hiking in the Sierra Nevada, you find an strange
object. What steps are needed to determine if the object is
alive?

2.

During metamorphosis, tadpoles gradually lose their tail
and form legs. This is an example of

Section 2.1

1.

An ____ exhibits the characteristics of life.

2.

Organisms react to environmental ____, such as heat,
sunlight and nutrient availability.

3.

An expected ____ to touching a hot stove is to flinch away
from the heat.

4.

All living things are made up of ____, the basic unit of life.

5.

Life requires ____ in different forms to perform functions.

a.
b.
c.
d.
3.

A world-class cyclist training for the Tour de France
increases his respiration rate while pedaling up hills. What
characteristic of life does this represent?

4.

Zeedonks, animals that are the cross between a zebra and a
donkey, cannot breed on their own. If zeedonks were
isolated how would this affect their population? Using the
zeedonk as an example, explain why reproduction is such an
important characteristic of life?

5.

Which is an example of chemical energy?

Section 2.2

6.

____ are groups of similar cells that are specialized to carry
out a particular function.

7.

____ are groups of tissues that organize to perform a
function.

a.

8.

Organs interact in groups called ____ to perform related
tasks.

b.

9.

____ is a process by which organisms maintain stable
internal conditions suitable for life.

c.

Section 2.3

10. The science of identifying and grouping organisms based on
similarities is named ____.
11. Populations of interbreeding individuals who can produce
fertile offspring are called a ____.

reproduction.
growth and development.
responding to the surrounding environment.
evolving to the change in oxygen availability.

d.

The breakdown of large carbohydrate molecules into
smaller glucose molecules.
Solar powered space probes providing images of distant
planets.
Energy from the wind turns large turbines to provide
electricity to homes and businesses.
The splitting of uranium atoms to provide electricity for
cities and towns

Section 2.2

6.

Describe examples of how the human body is organized to
perform life functions.
CHAPTER 2 LIVING THINGS
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7.

a.
b.
c.
d.
8.

Math and Writing Skills

The liver is an example of:
a tissue
an organ system
an organ
none of the above

Section 2.1

1.

Paramecium have contractile vacuoles that pump water out
their body cavities. This is an example of
a.
b.
c.
d.

the organism maintaining homeostasis
growth and development.
an organism converting radiant energy into chemical
energy.
an organ system.

Section 2.3

9.

Species from the kingdom Protista include:
a. mushrooms
c. algae

b. bacteria
d. starfish

10. Clams of the same order, must be classified in the same:
a. genus
c. family

b. species
d. class

11. Describe the major differences between plants and protists.
12. Carolus Linnaeus
a.
b.
c.
d.
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used DNA evidence identify relationships among
species.
strictly based his classification system on evolutionary
relationships.
created a classification system that identifies only
multicellular organisms such as plants and animals.
unified the science of taxonomy by identifying and
classifying organisms based on structural and
evolutionary relationships.
CHAPTER 2 LIVING THINGS

Write a paragraph describing how your pet, or a friend’s pet,
meets the criteria of a living thing.

Section 2.2

2.

Write a one page story about how you experience
homeostasis each day.

Section 2.3

3.

Suppose you discovered the creature
shown here. Make up a scientific
name for the creature and write a
short story about a day in its life.

Chapter Project
Classification chart
The list below has scientific names for 12 different animals, most
of which you could find at a zoo. Choose one of the scientific
names. Create a chart and present it on a large poster, showing
the correct classification of the animal, from kingdom to species.
Find the common name too! Table 2.1 in this chapter shows an
example classification chart. Include a correct photograph
(printed from the internet, an actual camera photo, photocopied
from a book, or cut from a magazine) and some interesting facts
about the animal.
Scientific names (choose one for your project): Bubo virginianus,
Desmodus rotundus, Echinotriton andersoni,
Ginglymostoma cirratum, Marelia boeleni, Pongo pygmaeus,
Procyon lotor, Pygocentrus natterei, Sarcoramphus papa,
Uncia uncia, Varanus komodoensis, or Zalophus californianus.

Chapter 3

Interactions of Living Things
What lives in a pond? The plants, fish, reptiles, birds, and
even microscopic organisms in a pond interact in many ways,
creating a natural balance. A fisherman from Maryland made
an alarming discovery in 2002. He caught a northern
snakehead fish, which is native only to Asia and Africa. It
may have been dumped in the pond by someone who imported
the species from China. This torpedo-shaped fish can grow to
a length of one meter. A female can lay over 100,000 eggs each
year. It can breathe air and travel on land, so it has been
nicknamed the walking fish. The walking fish eats other fish.
There is nothing that eats the walking fish. What affects
might this fish have on the pond? In the previous chapter, you
studied individual living things. In this chapter, you will see
how different organisms interact in living systems.

1. What do living things need for survival?
2. Why are American biologists worried about the
European green crab?
3. How is energy transferred between organisms?

3.1 Variables in Habitats
Living things are found on or near Earth’s surface where the conditions for life
are the best. Earth’s life-supporting layer of land, water, and air is known as the
biosphere (Figure 3.1). Within this layer there are millions of species of living
things and millions more that have yet to be classified by scientists. In this
section, you will learn about the systems of the biosphere.

Ecosystems and habitats
Living systems As you have learned, an individual organism is made up of many
smaller systems that work together. Each system has a structure
(its parts) and a function (what it does). This is true for cells,
tissues, organs, organ systems, and the entire organism. For
example, your heart is a system made of muscle (its structure)
that allows it to pump blood throughout your entire body (its
function).

Figure 3.1: The biosphere is Earth’s
life-supporting layer.

Ecosystems A higher level of organization is called an ecosystem. An
ecosystem is made up of a group of living things and their
physical surroundings. An ecosystem can be as big as the entire
biosphere, or as small as a drop of water containing one-celled
organisms. The living and nonliving things in an ecosystem
function together—kind of like a single organism.

Habitats A habitat is a place where a particular type of organism lives. A
dolphin’s habitat is the ocean. A goldfish in a fishbowl has a much
smaller habitat (Figure 3.2). There are land habitats, freshwater
habitats, and saltwater habitats. Each type of habitat has a set of
physical variables such as the amount of sunlight, temperature,
and amount of moisture. An organism lives in a habitat where the
range of variables is suitable for keeping it alive. For example, a
dolphin wouldn’t survive very long in your habitat.
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Figure 3.2: What is the habitat of
this goldfish?

CHAPTER 3: INTERACTIONS OF LIVING THINGS

Land habitats
Land variables Many variables affect life on land. Five important ones are
temperature, precipitation, sunlight, type of soil, and oxygen.

Temperature Most living things can survive in temperatures above freezing and
below 70°C. Extreme temperatures limit the number and kinds of
organisms that can survive. Tropical rainforests have moderate
temperatures and support more species of animals and plants than
any other land habitat. Polar regions are very cold and do not
support as many species. The polar bear is adapted to live in the
cold temperatures of the Arctic (Figure 3.3).

(from previous page)

ecosystem - a group of living
things and their physical
surroundings.

habitat - a place where an
organism lives.

Precipitation Living things need water to survive. The amount of precipitation
(rain or snow) determines the kinds of living things that can
survive in a land habitat. The amount of precipitation on Earth is
not evenly distributed. Some parts of Earth’s surface are very dry,
while others are very wet. The map below shows the average
precipitation that falls on different parts of Earth each year.

Figure 3.3: The polar bear lives in

the Arctic. It has dense fur and a thick
layer of fat to keep it warm.

Describe your habitat. What is the
range of temperatures? How much
precipitation does it receive each
year? How much sunlight? What
type of soil is present? What is
your altitude? List the types of
organisms that live in your habitat.
3.1 VARIABLES IN HABITATS
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Sunlight Sunlight provides the energy for living things to grow and survive.
Plants capture the energy from sunlight and store it in the form of
molecules. Animals get their energy by eating plants or by eating
other animals that eat plants. The amount of sunlight determines
the amount of energy available in an ecosystem. Some plants, like
ferns, can survive with very little sunlight. A cactus needs a lot
of sunlight to grow (Figure 3.4).

Type of soil Soil is a mixture of decayed plant and animal parts and very small
rock particles (Figure 3.5). It provides an anchor for plants that
have roots. It also holds water and nutrients to help plants grow.
The type of soil varies in different land habitats. Sand does not
hold water very well and contains few nutrients. Clay has smaller
particles than sand and holds water. The best soils for growing
plants contain a mixture of particle sizes and some decayed
matter. Soil is a habitat for many organisms such as bacteria and
worms. In fact, a cup of soil contains billions of living bacteria!

Figure 3.4: Ferns can survive with

very little sunlight. A cactus needs a lot
of sunlight to grow.

Oxygen Most organisms need oxygen to live. The air you breathe is about
21% oxygen. The amount of oxygen in the air varies depending on
altitude. Habitats at higher altitudes, like mountain tops, have
less oxygen than habitats at lower altitudes. People who live at
high altitudes have adapted to breathing less oxygen. If you live at
a low altitude and visit a higher altitude, you may notice that you
are short of breath. If you spend enough time there though, your
body will adapt.

Air habitats Some organisms spend much of their time in the air. However,
most occasionally return to land. Organisms that spend time in
the air are affected by the same variables as those that live on
land. Can you name some organisms that spend much of their
time in the air?
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Figure 3.5: Soil is a mixture of

decayed matter and rock particles.

CHAPTER 3: INTERACTIONS OF LIVING THINGS

Freshwater habitats
Distribution of Water covers 71% of Earth’s surface. The oceans contain just about
water on Earth all of the water available to living things. About 2.5% of Earth’s
water is frozen at the poles or is deep underground. Less than
0.01% of Earth’s water is found in freshwater habitats such as
rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds (Figure 3.6).

Variables in Variables that affect life on land also affect life in fresh water.
freshwater These include temperature, precipitation, sunlight, type of soil on
habitats surrounding land, and oxygen. The chemical content of the water is

very important in determining which types of life can survive there.

pH pH is a measure of chemicals called acids and bases in water. pH
ranges from 0 to 14. Pure water is pH 7 (neutral). Lower pH values
indicate the presence of acids. Most aquatic plants and animals
function best when pH is between 6 and 8. Most fish have trouble
reproducing when the pH is too acidic (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.6: The distribution of
Earth’s water.

Dissolved The oxygen available to living things in water is called dissolved
oxygen oxygen. Fish “breathe” by passing water over their gills to extract

the dissolved oxygen. A good amount of dissolved oxygen for most
aquatic life is about 9 parts per million. The amount of dissolved
oxygen in freshwater varies with temperature and movement.
Cooler waters hold more oxygen than warmer waters. Fast-moving
streams contain more oxygen than standing waters like ponds.

Nitrates and Nitrates and phosphates are important nutrients for living things.
phosphates They are often used as fertilizers for land crops. Runoff from rain

washes these chemicals into bodies of water. Too many nitrates and
phosphates cause large growths of water plants. As the water
plants die, they are eaten by bacteria in the water that use
dissolved oxygen. This process lowers the amount of dissolved
oxygen available to other organisms.

Figure 3.7: Most fish can survive
within the 6 to 8 pH range.

3.1 VARIABLES IN HABITATS
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The oceans
Chemicals in The salty oceans are the most stable of Earth’s habitats. The salt
ocean water content of the oceans has remained stable for 600 million years!

The chemicals that the dissolved salts are made of include sodium,
chloride, sulfate, magnesium, calcium, and potassium (Figure 3.8).
The concentration of salts in the ocean is 35 parts per thousand
(ppt). This means that there are 35 grams of salts dissolved in
every liter of seawater.

Oceans are Scientists divide the ocean into layers called zones. Zones extend
divided into from the surface to the bottom of the deepest trenches. As you go
zones deeper, temperature and light decrease, and pressure increases.

Chemical

Concentration
(ppt)

chloride

19.3

sodium

10.8

sulfate

2.7

magnesium

1.3

calcium

0.4

potassium

0.4

bicarbonate

0.1

Figure 3.8: The main chemicals
dissolved in ocean water.

Life in the zones Most life in the oceans is concentrated in zones where light can
penetrate. In most places, light does not reach deeper than 200
meters. Plants that use sunlight to make food cannot live beyond
this depth. Life is difficult for organisms in the deep zones. They
must overcome lack of light, low temperatures, and extremely high
pressures. Some organisms are able to produce their own light
so they can find food and locate others of their same species
(Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: These deep-sea fish can
produce their own light.

CHAPTER 3: INTERACTIONS OF LIVING THINGS

Pollutants
What is a Human activities affect ecosystems in both positive and negative
pollutant? ways. One negative effect is pollution. A pollutant is a variable that
causes harm to an organism. The harmfulness of a pollutant is
often determined by three things:

pollutant - a variable that causes
harm to an organism.

1. Its ability to cause harm to a living thing;
2. Its concentration per unit of air, water, or soil (usually
measured in ppt or ppm); and
3. How long it stays in the air, water, or soil.

Sulfur dioxide is Sulfur dioxide is a good example of a pollutant (Figure 3.10). In
an example of a high concentrations in the air, it can make breathing difficult
pollutant even for healthy people. It may increase the incidence of

asthma, bronchitis, and other respiratory problems. It also
reacts with water in the atmosphere to make acid rain. Natural
areas like forests and lakes can be harmed by acid rain if they are
downwind from a city or industrial area. Acid rain can kill trees
and lower the pH of lakes and ponds, harming the life forms there.

Sources of Pollutants enter ecosystems naturally and through human
pollutants activities. For example, volcanic eruptions are a natural source

of sulfur dioxide. Coal-burning power plants are a human source
of this pollutant.

Mercury is an Mercury is another toxic substance that occurs naturally in the
example of a environment. It is released into the atmosphere from Earth’s crust
pollutant and oceans. Human activities like industry also cause the release of
mercury into the atmosphere. Mercury is deposited from both
sources on land and in water. It is taken in by different organisms
and builds up in their tissues. When concentrations of mercury get
high enough, an organism can get sick and even die.

Figure 3.10: Sulfur dioxide is a good
example of a pollutant.

3.1 VARIABLES IN HABITATS
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3.1 Section Review
1. Explain the difference between an ecosystem and a habitat.
Give two examples of each.
2. Describe the habitat of the
organism in the picture to the
right. List three physical
variables of the habitat.
3. List and describe the physical
variables of land habitats.
4. Sand is a type of soil best
described as:
a. mostly decayed matter with
tiny rock particles.
b. large rock particles and very little decayed matter.
c. very small rock particles that hold water well.
d. found only on beaches.
5. Carlos wants to set up a freshwater fish tank.
a. List the variables he should consider when setting up his
tank.
b. Explain how Carlos could keep a good level of dissolved
oxygen in his tank.
c. Why should Carlos test for pH?
6. Hatchetfish live in very deep parts of the ocean. What
challenges must they overcome to survive in this environment?
7. What three factors determine if something is a pollutant?
8. Nitrates and phosphates are important chemicals to living
things. Explain why these chemicals can also be pollutants.
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Certain populations have specific
names like a herd of cows or a
pride of lions. These terms are
referred to as collective nouns.
Write a short story about
populations of organisms. Your
story should include at least five
different collective nouns.

In a typical food pyramid of a
community, about 65% of the
organisms are producers. 20% are
primary consumers, 10% are
secondary consumers, and only
5% are top consumers. Imagine
that your class is a community that
is split into these groups. First,
count how many students are in
your class. Then, use the
information above to determine
what percent of the students would
be producers, primary consumers,
secondary consumers, and top
consumers.

CHAPTER 3: INTERACTIONS OF LIVING THINGS

3.2 Populations and Communities
Individual living things can be grouped into higher levels of organization. Organisms
of the same species are grouped into populations. Populations of different species are
grouped into communities. Different communities form ecosystems, which as a whole,
make up the biosphere (Figure 3.11). In this section, you will learn about populations
and communities, and how organisms interact with each other in these systems.

Interactions create balance
Organisms Organisms living together in an area interact in many ways. Their
interact in an interactions create a natural balance. Sometimes a species that
area doesn’t belong finds its way into a new area. This can upset the
interactions that create the natural balance.

The European The European green crab is a native of the coasts of Europe and
green crab Northern Africa (Figure 3.12). Recently, green crabs have been

Figure 3.11: Levels of organization
of living things on Earth.

found in California. Scientists think they may have arrived in a
cargo ship carrying seawater from another region.

Cause for The arrival of the green crab is cause for concern. These small
concern crabs could change any ecosystem they enter. In the 1950s, they

were blamed for the destruction of soft-shell clam populations in
Maine. Because they can survive a wide range of temperatures,
green crabs have the potential to spread up and down the West
Coast of the U.S.

How might green Green crabs eat many types of organisms including clams, mussels,
crabs affect and the young of other crab species. Studies have shown that the
others? green crab is much quicker and a better predator than most other
crabs. How might the presence of green crabs affect other types of
organisms? To come up with a good hypothesis, you need to learn
more about populations and communities.

Figure 3.12: The European green
crab.

3.2 POPULATIONS AND COMMUNITIES
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Populations
What is a A population is a group of individuals of the same species living
population? in a given area. A population of clover plants in a tray consists

of the total number of plants in that tray. A population of clover
plants in a field consists of the total number of plants in that field
(Figure 3.12).

Growth rate Populations change as old members die and new members are
born. In nature, populations often stay about the same size from
year to year. Other times, populations grow or decline very fast.
The change in size of a population over time is called its growth
rate. Growth rates can be positive, negative, or neutral. The graph
below shows the growth rate of the human population. What can
you tell about human population growth from this graph?

Figure 3.13: Two different
populations of clover plants.

Limits to In order to grow, a population needs energy, nutrients, and space.
population Energy and nutrients both come from food. Therefore, population
growth growth is limited by the amount of food available. Population
growth is also limited by space. Different organisms require
different amounts of space in which to live. If any of these
variables are too limited, a population will not continue to grow.
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population - a group of
individuals of the same species
living in a given area.

growth rate - the change in size
of a population over time.

CHAPTER 3: INTERACTIONS OF LIVING THINGS

Types of interactions
Communities A species’ population growth also depends on the other organisms
with which it interacts. A community is made up of all of the
organisms that interact in a given area. On land, forests and
prairies are examples of communities. In the ocean, bays and reefs
are examples. A community can also be very small—like the
organisms living in an aquarium (Figure 3.14).

Predator-prey Most interactions between species in a community involve food.
relationships Organisms that hunt and feed on other organisms are called

predators. Those that are eaten are called prey. The green crab is a
predator that eats clams and mussels, its prey. Predator-prey
relationships help keep population growth in balance. Introducing
a new species to a community, like the green crab, can upset this
balance.

Competition Often, organisms of the same or different species vie for the same
food supply. This type of interaction is called competition. When
introduced into a new community, the green crab competes with
native species of crabs for food. If the green crab is more successful,
it can cause negative population growth for other crab species.

Types of There are many cases where two species live together for long
symbiosis periods of time. This type of interaction is called symbiosis. In

symbiosis, one member always benefits from the interaction. In
commensalism, the other member is unaffected. In mutualism, the
other member is helped. In parasitism, the other member is
harmed. For example, a species of barnacle is a parasite of the
green crab in its native community (Europe and North Africa). The
barnacles weaken some of the crabs and prevent them from
reproducing. This helps keep the green crab’s population in
balance.

Figure 3.14: The organisms in an
aquarium are a community.

community - all of the organisms
that interact in a given area.

competition - when organisms in
a community vie for the same food
supply.
symbiosis - an interaction where
two species live together for a long
time.

3.2 POPULATIONS AND COMMUNITIES
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Food chains
Food chains A food chain shows how each organism in a community gets its
food. Some animals eat plants and some animals eat other
animals. Plants and some protists are called producers because
they store energy from the Sun. Animals that eat plants are called
herbivores. Animals that eat other animals are called carnivores. A
simple food chain links a producer, a herbivore, and one or more
carnivores.

Energy and food Arrows in the food chain above show how energy is passed from
chains one link to another. In any community, there are always more

producers than herbivores or carnivores. When a herbivore eats a
plant, only a fraction of the plant’s energy becomes part of the
herbivore’s body. The rest is lost as waste or used for movement.
Also, when a carnivore eats another animal, only a portion of that
energy becomes part of the carnivore’s body. This means that
organisms along a food chain pass on less energy than they get
from the food they eat. Therefore, the amount of energy decreases
as you move up a food chain.

Organisms along a food chain pass on less
energy than they get from the food they eat.
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food chain - shows how each
organism in a community gets its
food.

Visit a local park or pond
1. Write down a list of producers,
herbivores, and carnivores that
live there.
2. Make several food chains
using these organisms. Draw
arrows to show the direction of
energy flow.
3. Be creative! Use photos or
drawings of the organisms in
your food chains.

CHAPTER 3: INTERACTIONS OF LIVING THINGS

Food pyramids You can show a food chain as a pyramid (Figure 3.15). The pyramid
shows that a large number of living things at the base is needed to
support a few at the top. There cannot be too many links in any
food chain because the animals at the end of the chain (or at the top
of the pyramid) would not get enough energy to stay alive.

Food webs Most animals are part of more than one food chain. They eat more
than one kind of food to get enough energy and nutrients. You can
connect many food chains to form a food web.

Figure 3.15: A food chain can also
be shown as a pyramid.

Organisms in a A change in the size of one population in a food chain affects other
food chain are populations. This maintains the balance of different populations
interrelated in a community. If a snail population becomes too large, there

won’t be enough food to go around. Many snails will starve and
die. Fewer snails means more time for seagrass to reproduce and
grow. Fewer snails also means less food for their predators. Once
there are fewer predators, the snail population increases again
(Figure 3.16). Introducing a new species, like the green crab, into a
food chain can upset the balance. The green crab reproduces
quickly and eats just about anything, animal or plant. Can you see
why the presence of the European green crab is cause for alarm?

Figure 3.16: A change in size of one

population affects the other populations.

3.2 POPULATIONS AND COMMUNITIES
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Toxins in the food chain
What are toxins? Human activities create toxic pollutants (toxins). Toxins
eventually end up in lakes and oceans (Figure 3.17). High
concentrations of toxins can impact populations. They can
cause slowed growth, decreased reproduction, and even death.
When these substances enter lakes and oceans, they spread out
and become less concentrated. Food chains concentrate some
toxic pollutants, like mercury, into the tissues of animals. To
understand how this happens, let’s look at a marine food chain.
Figure 3.17: Some power plants

send mercury into the air. This
eventually falls to Earth with the
rain and ends up in lakes and oceans.

Concentration of Toxins are concentrated at each link in a food chain. As producers
toxins store energy, they absorb molecules of toxins from the water. Next,
herbivores eat large numbers of producers. Toxins like mercury
dissolve in fat, not water. They are stored in the fatty tissues of
herbivores and are not passed out of their bodies.

Toxins can be When carnivores eat many herbivores, they accumulate even
passed on to higher levels of toxins in their tissues. Secondary carnivores, who
offspring prey on other carnivores, can accumulate dangerous levels of toxic
pollutants. These toxins can sometimes be passed on to their
young. Figure 3.18 shows how the amount of a toxic pollutant can
multiply as it travels up the food chain.
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Figure 3.18: The pyramid shows

how toxins are concentrated at each link
in a food chain.
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3.2 Section Review
1. What is a population? Give three examples of populations.
2. What three things does a population need to grow?
3. Which graph shows negative population growth?

Find three real-life examples of
each of the following interactions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Competition
Predator-prey
Commensalism
Parasitism
Mutualism

Use encyclopedias and/or the
Internet as resources.

4. What is the difference between a population and a community?
Give two examples of communities.
5. A remora is a small fish that follows sharks around and eats
their scraps. The shark does not benefit from the remora. This
is an example of:
a. competition
b. predator-prey
c. parasitism
d. commensalism
6. Cans of tuna often carry warning labels. They state that
pregnant women should limit the amount of tuna they eat
each month.
a. Explain why tuna could contain dangerous toxins.
b. Draw a food chain showing how toxins could concentrate in
the tissues of a tuna.

An ecologist studied the presence
of a toxic chemical in a lake. She
found that the water had one
molecule of the toxin for every one
billion molecules of water, or one
part per billion (1 ppb). The algae
had one part per million (1 ppm) of
the toxin. Small animals, called
zooplankton, had 10 ppm. Small
fish had 100 ppm. Large fish had
1,000 ppm. How do you explain
the increase in this toxin to 1,000
ppm for large fish? Use a drawing
to help support your answer.

3.2 POPULATIONS AND COMMUNITIES
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Yellow Star Thistle
Chances are, you have seen this stuff, maybe in a scene from
a movie or a travel photograph of the Golden State. It
blankets over 15 million acres of California wildland and
pasture, roadsides and vacant lots, with thick patches of
brilliant golden-yellow flowers that stand
three to five feet tall. From the safe
distance of a car or camera, yellow star
thistle probably seemed like a beautiful
wildflower brightening the landscape.
If, on the other hand, you were unlucky
enough to wipe out on a mountain bike and
land in one of these patches, you have
discovered that yellow star thistle has a
sinister side: spiky five-centimeter spines
sticking out in every direction.
The painful jabs these spines inflict are not
soon forgotten. And the plant is even
crueler to horses. When they eat large
amounts of this thistle, their lips and
tongues become stiff and swollen, so that
eating and drinking are difficult.
Eventually it causes brain damage and
death.

A costly problem
Yellow star thistle is painful in other ways,
too. Ranchers despise this plant because
their livestock don't like to eat it. (What
creature would want to eat something that can poke it in the
eye?) It grows so thick that it crowds out grazing grasses,
rendering expensive ranch land useless for pasture.
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Even worse, this plant has an amazing ability to suck water
out of the soil. It has a long central taproot that can extend
more than a meter. Over the course of its growing season,
one thistle plant takes as much water out of the soil as does
a mature oak tree. A report quoted by the University of
California Weed Research and
Information Center states that these
thistles may cost the state from $16
million to $56 million in water
conservation annually.

How did it get here?
Yellow star thistle is native to
Europe. The thistle's seeds have
been found in California adobe
bricks dating to the mid-1800s.
Scientists believe the plant was
brought from Spain to Chile in the
1600s, then from Chile to California
in the 1800s, when farmers imported
alfalfa seed that had some yellow
star thistle seed mixed in.
Each yellow star thistle seedhead
produces about 35 to 80 seeds. On
their own, few seeds move more than
two feet from the parent plant. It is
human activity that is mainly
responsible for spreading the seeds:
they stick to the tractors that mow
roadside areas; construction equipment spreads them across
new housing developments; sheep and cattle carry them in
their coats to new grazing areas. Some seeds are still spread
the way they were when they first came to California 200
years ago: among contaminated alfalfa seed.

What can be done?

The long view …

It's not easy to get rid of yellow star thistle. You cannot burn
the plants out because their seeds survive unharmed in the
soil. Herbicides work, but they are too expensive to be used
against a weed problem this large.

Evolutionary biologists remind us it is useful to take a step
back from the current problems of such pesky invaders.
While yellow star thistle has certainly been no friend to
ranchers, horses, or mountain bike riders, its long-term
impact on California's ecosystems may not be disastrous.
Dr. Dov Sax of the University of California-Santa Barbara's
Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
cautions that it is easy to label invaders as “bad” and native
plants as “good.” In reality, many species that are now
considered native were once invaders themselves.
The fossil record shows that over the course of Earth's
history, massive shifts have occurred in the plants and
animals that inhabit California. Invasions and extinctions
have been caused by asteroid impacts, movement of land
masses, rise and fall of sea levels, and glacial cycles. While
painful in the short term, over the long term these events did
not permanently reduce the total number of plant and
animal species or cause long-lasting ecological damage.
Perhaps a thousand years from now, the current wave of
invasions will be seen as another interesting population shift
that changed, but did not destroy, the California ecosystem.

Questions:
In the meantime, further spread of the yellow star thistle
can be prevented by cleaning trucks, tractors, and livestock
to remove seeds before moving them to uninfested areas.
The Weed Research and Information Center helps ranchers
and conservationists create management plans tailored to a
specific area. Often, a combination of chemical, biological,
and mechanical methods (like mowing) is used. Different
methods are effective during different parts of the plant's life
cycle. Used together, they could in a few years make a big
dent in the yellow star thistle population.

1. Name two ways that yellow star thistle costs Californians
money.
2. Some clever Californians have found a way to make money
from yellow star thistle. Use an Internet search engine to see
if you can discover which agricultural enterprise uses this
plant to benefit.
3. Look up the term “biodiversity” in an encyclopedia. Write a
paragraph that defines biodiversity and give three reasons it
is important to our planet.
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Scientists are studying insects from Greece and a fungus
from Turkey, hoping that some of the plant's natural
enemies could be imported to get it under control in
California. But first they have to make sure these animals
and plants wouldn't instead attack native California plants
or crops.
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Analyzing Population Growth
The human population is growing. Currently there are over
6 billion people on Earth. Table 3.1 below gives estimates of
the human population over the past 2000 years. From the
table, you can tell that the population has risen. A graph of
the data is a better tool for analyzing the data. Using graph
paper, make a graph of the data in Table 3.1.

Chapter 3 Activity

Table 3.1: Human population (in billions)
Year

Population

Year

Population

Year

Population

0

0.30

1850

1.26

1950

2.52

1000

0.31

1900

1.65

1960

3.02

1250

0.40

1910

1.75

1970

3.70

1500

0.50

1920

1.86

1980

4.44

1750

0.79

1930

2.07

1990

5.27

1800

0.98

1940

2.30

2000

6.06

Applying your knowledge
a. Based on the graph that you created, describe what has
been happening to the global population over the last 200
years. How much did world's population change in the
last 40 years?
b. Graphs can be used to make predictions. Use your graph
to predict the global population in the years 2040 and
2080 if the pattern you observe on this graph continues.
The number of individuals a given area can support is called
the carrying capacity. When a species of organisms comes
into a new area for the first time there are lots of resources
available. The size of that population increases rapidly. Use
the graph titled Carrying Capacity (right) to answer
questions c through f.
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c. During what time period did the population increase
rapidly for the organism?
d. Eventually resources like space and food become limited.
If there are more organisms in an area than the resources
can support, some organisms will die off. During what
time periods did this occur on the graph?
e. Eventually, populations adjust to available resources and
become more stable. What part of the graph indicates a
stable population?
f. Compare your graph of the human population to the
graph above. Are there any similar features found in both
graphs? What does this say about the human population?

Chapter 3 Assessment
Vocabulary

Concepts

Select the correct term to complete the sentences.

Section 3.1

ecosystem

population

competition

food chain

growth rate

symbiosis

pollutants

community

habitat

Section 3.1

1.

____ can enter an ecosystem because of natural causes or
human activities.

2.

An organism must live in a certain ____ that suits its
particular needs.

3.

An ____ includes the
functioning together.

living

and

non-living

things

Section 3.2

4.

There are three types of ____: parasitism, mutualism, and
commensalism.

5.

A _____ always starts with a producer storing energy from
the sun.

6.

A group of organisms of the same species living together in a
certain place is a ____.

7.

Predator-prey relationships, competition, and symbiosis are
the three types of interactions among organisms in a ____.

8.

How populations increase or decrease in numbers over time
is called the ____.

9.

Organisms in the same community may be in ____ for food,
water, or living space.

1.

Name a habitat where you predict that there are species
that have yet to be classified by scientists. Give an
explanation for your prediction.

2.

Which is not a variable that affects organisms that live on
land?
a.
b.
c.
d.

sunlight
oxygen
temperature
pH

3.

List and describe the three variables of freshwater habitats
that are different than variables that affect land habitats.

4.

Why is most life in the ocean concentrated near the surface?
Discuss sunlight, temperature, and pressure in your
answer.

Section 3.2

5.

Put these terms in order from smallest to largest level of
organization: organ system, biosphere, tissue, organism,
ecosystem, population, community, organ, cell.

6.

Which of the following limit population growth?
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

space
nutrients
food
all of the above

The amount of energy __________ as you move further up a
food chain.
a.
b.
c.

increases
decreases
remains the same

CHAPTER 3 INTERACTIONS OF LIVING THINGS
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8.

Identify the following examples as:
relationship, competition, or symbiosis.
a.

b.

c.

9.

a.

predator-prey

Purple loosestrife, Lythrum salicaria, an invasive
introduced plant species, needs the same wetland
habitat as a native plant, cattails, Typha spp. Purple
loosestrife is a fast growing plant that forms dense mats
and can produce as many as 2.7 million seeds per
flower.
The barnacle, Sacculina carcini, bores into the tissue of
the European green crab, Carcinus maenas, to form an
egg sac. This egg sac, which makes the crabs sterile,
also turns the crab into an egg production facility for the
barnacle.
The California sea lion, Zalophus californianus, is the
fastest aquatic carnivore, swimming at speeds up to 25
mph. Sea lions feed on squid, octopus, abalone, and as
many as fifty different species of fish. Opalescent squid,
Loligo opalescens, can change color and patterns very
quickly as it swims to camouflage.

b.

c.

A food ____ can also be shown as a food ____. Many food
chains connected make up a food ____.
a.
b.
c.
d.

web, pyramid, chain
chain, web, pyramid
pyramid, web, chain
chain, pyramid, web

10. Identify what type of symbiosis is being described below.
List the organisms involved in the relationship. Next to each
organism, indicate if it is helped or hurt. Use a + sign if the
organism is helped, a - sign if the organism is harmed, and a
0 to show that it is neither helped nor harmed.
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A lichen is an organism made up of a green alga and a
fungus that is often found on the surface of rocks or
trees. The alga supplies the fungus with sugar by
performing photosynthesis. The fungus protects the
alga from intense sunlight and extreme temperatures
by providing shelter.
Desert night lizards, Xantusia vigilis, are very secretive
reptiles that feed, reproduce, and live most of their lives
under cover. Desert night lizards are usually found
under dead leaves or dead branches of the Joshua Tree,
Yucca brevifolia. Cover allows desert night lizards to
hide from their predators like larger lizards, snakes,
and predatory birds.
Pacific mistletoe, Phoradendron villosum, is a unique
type of plant that has no roots, but does have
chlorophyll like other plants. It lives in the crowns of
oak trees, Quercus spp., in order to get the nutrients
that other plants would get using their roots. By living
in the tops of the oak trees, the Pacific mistletoe is also
sure to get enough sunlight for photosynthesis. The oak
tree loses nutrients and sunlight to the Pacific mistletoe
plant.

Math and Writing Skills
Section 3.1

1.

Invent your own creature that is adapted to life in the deep
ocean. Be sure to include adaptations to deal with the
challenges of no sunlight, cold temperatures, and extreme
pressure.

2.

Describe ways that you as an individual can help stop
pollution in the environment.

CHAPTER 3 ASSESSMENT
Use < (is less than) or > (is greater than) to complete these
comparison sentences about variables that affect habitats.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Precipitation in the
rainforest
____
Oxygen in the air at the
base of a mountain
____
Dissolved oxygen in
warm water
____
Dissolved oxygen
in a pond
____
Temperature near the
surface
____
Pressure in a
tide pool
____
Amount of sunlight near
the surface of the ocean
____

Precipitation in the
coniferous forest
Oxygen in the air at the
top of a mountain
Dissolved oxygen in cool
water
Dissolved oxygen
in a stream
Temperature on the
ocean floor of the ocean
Pressure in a deep ocean
trench
Amount of sunlight on
the ocean floor

Section 3.2

10. Make a graph of the data (below) showing the population of
deer and wolf in a given area. Then, answer the questions
a through e.

Year

Deer Population

Wolf Population

1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995

180
170
150
180
200
220
220
290
320
360
420

40
40
30
30
25
25
10
8
8
3
0

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

From 1975 to 1995, the deer population increased by
how much? The wolf population decreased by how much
during the same time?
What would you have expected to happen to the wolf
population from 1975 - 1995 as the deer population was
growing?
What might be some causes for the deer population to
increase so rapidly?
What might be some causes for the wolf population to
decrease so rapidly?
What might happen if the deer population continues to
grow so fast? What factors will eventually limit the deer
population that can live on a certain area of land?

Chapter Project
Researching a community
A community is made up of all the organisms that interact in a
given area. There are interesting communities all over the
world, such as forest, dessert, ocean reef, mountain-top, and
grassland communities. Choose a particular community that
interests you. Do research and find several examples of
producers, herbivores, primary carnivores, and secondary
carnivores. You may not find many examples of primary and
secondary carnivores, but find as many as possible. Find a photo
of each animal from a photocopied book or magazine, or printed
from a computer. Make a label for each animal that shows its
common name and scientific name (genus and species).
Construct a food chain mobile out of the photos and labels, using
yarn, string, straws, or some other material to make the proper
connections. Use a coat hanger or some other object that will
allow you to hang your mobile in the classroom. Your finished
mobile should show how each member of the community is
related in the food chain. Don't identify the community on the
mobile - see if your classmates can guess it!
UNIT 1 LIVING SYSTEMS
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